Maryam Bakoshi: Dear all, welcome to the ICANN and Human Rights call of 06 Feb 2018 at 1400 UTC

Maryam Bakoshi: model for incorporating HRIAs into PDPs (link: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hVA3lj6NrZLBV9CbH1SwNMt-enygaDR_t2N5c8wDW8l/edit)

Maryam Bakoshi: Hi Collin yes I can

Collin Kurre: Great

Collin Kurre: Hi everyone, welcome to today's meeting

David McAuley: Maryam, I am told NCPH is not valid dial-in code, is that right?

David McAuley: has anyomne else dialed in, know what code is?

Collin Kurre: Link to RPM wiki: https://community.icann.org/display/RARPMRIAGPWG/Review+of+all+Rights+Protection+Mechanisms+%28RPMs%29+in+all+gTLDs+PDP+Working+Group+Home

Collin Kurre: Link to Registration Directory Services PDP wiki: https://community.icann.org/display/gTLDRDS/Next-Generation+gTLD+Registration+Directory+Services+to+Replace+Whois

Niels ten Oever: sounds good to me!

David McAuley: no, happy to listen

Maryam Bakoshi: @David: Passcode is HR

Collin Kurre: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hVA3lj6NrZLBV9CbH1SwNMt-enygaDR_t2N5c8wDW8l/edit#heading=h.t35jycfz4yst

Maryam Bakoshi: My apologies for the error

David McAuley: Thanks Maryam, will dial in

Maryam Bakoshi: Thanks, David

Vidushi Marda: yes! good point!

David McAuley: good point by Niels, but even if not useful such an exercise would be informative and perhaps useful in future
Niels ten Oever: sounds good to me!

Vidushi Marda: think its wednesday

Maryam Bakoshi: Wednesday morning

Michael Karanicolas: 0830-1015 am

Maryam Bakoshi: Wednesday 14 March

David McAuley: is anyone else seeing audio come in and out

Collin Kurre: You're cutting in and out, unfortunately

Niels ten Oever: same here

Vidushi Marda: sorry, i dropped off the call for some rason

Vidushi Marda: reason**

Niels ten Oever: yes, loud and clear

Vidushi Marda: fully agree - I'm just not sure of the mechanisms we could think of using/developing?

Niels ten Oever: maybe the CCWP co-chairs can discuss in PR with so/ac leadership & main actors in CCWG WS2 HR subgroup

Niels ten Oever: as to prepare for joint session at icann62

Elizabeth Andrews: hi all - just a heads up on timeline, due to the delays with the RFP, we expect the internal org HRIA will be released after ICANN62 (unfortunately)

Michael Karanicolas: Agree niels

Michael Karanicolas: At the very least - would be good to get it on their radar screen

Elizabeth Andrews: it will definitely be out in the summer, but we don't want to sacrifice quality to rush it

Elizabeth Andrews: just wanted to let you know in case it impacts your plans -- cheers, Betsy

Elizabeth Andrews: (agreed! just a heads up on timeline)
Elizabeth Andrews: sure - Ergys or I can do that

David McAuley: great idea Collin, be nice to hear how HRIA is going

Michael Karanicolas: yes - outreach and trying to build awareness of our work, and the tasks ahead, would be a good idea

Michael Karanicolas: That sounds like an interesting conversation, Niels.

David McAuley: Agreed, good idea Niels

Collin Kurre: And could generate some initial buy-in as well

David McAuley: Agreed

David McAuley: change your travel plans Niels, we can all meet on the beach

Niels ten Oever: I strictly stick to the library ;)

David McAuley: Is ISOC active in this area?

David McAuley: I honestly don't know either

Niels ten Oever: Nicholas seidler

Michael Karanicolas: elsa saad gulf center for human rights information

Niels ten Oever: but he is based in Geneva

Michael Karanicolas: Anhriette Esterhausen (sp?) Lately of APC, though I think she left

Vidushi Marda: centre for communications governance

Vidushi Marda: in delhi

Michael Karanicolas: good call

Vidushi Marda: and also observer research foundation

David McAuley: None here

David McAuley: Thanks Collin and Maryam, good call
David McAuley: bye